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feeling this a conversation with grimes npr - feeling this a conversation with grimes grimes actually i was in a program at
mcgill called electroacoustics where we studied a lot of how the brain interacts with music so by the time i actually started
making music i kind of had an understanding of frequencies and kind of how the brain responds to things, virtual acoustic
technology lab music sites - virtual acoustic technology vat field tests are currently underway at mcgill university involving
performing musicians and ensembles in order to fully assess and quantify the benefits of this new approach in active
acoustics musicians receive acoustic support from room models stored in the diverse library of measured architectural
spaces, grimes and the pop mainstream the new yorker - it takes two hours and forty five minutes to get from los
angeles to san diego by train and a little longer than that if there is a mechanical delay which on this day there was claire
boucher curled up in a window seat on the train s non ocean view side didn t seem to mind or even notice, the age of
electroacoustics the mit press - wittje follows the rise of electroacoustics through cultural military academic and political
histories but he also challenges the divide between basic and applied science so central to received histories of science
technology media and engineering, music composition undergraduate admissions mcgill ca - music composition
related faculty schulich school of music related degrees bachelor of music can be taken as major minor the bachelor of
music b mus major in composition program offers students a solid grounding in the basics of classical music composition for
instruments and voices with or without electronics, quad electroacoustic underwood hifi - explore quad electroacoustic as
of april 2015 quad has a new us distributor and we are glad to again be able to get their products quad electroacoustics is
one of the oldest audio firms extant and the maker of the famed quad esl electrostat by many considered to be the finest
speaker ever made
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